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About This Game

You are the member of special detachment for bio weapons elimination. The main character separated from detachment that
after some time is taken unawares and dismantled. The main character alone tries to destroy bio weapons called Nano Project

that improves all human abilities and makes him insensible to get the perfect strike force.

Game features:

Dynamic gameplay in oldschool style

Different arsenal and different types of enemies

Driving soundtrack
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 Graphics in the best traditions of 90s
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Title: Nano Project
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Summer Media
Publisher:
Summer Media
Release Date: 24 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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first startup the game showed language flags and although i picked the american flag it gave me some other language, italian
maby? Started up in a 800x600 window that doesn't capture the mouse or even accurately register when the mouse is over it. My
mouse litterally only shows up in the top left corner of the game screen when i need to click a button on the bottom right corner.
i completely deleted all local content and reinstalled and it kept the faulty settings. In other words i couldn't even play this
game.. ingrefundme♥♥♥♥ingrefund♥♥♥♥ingrefundme♥♥♥♥ingrefundme. nothing interesting about this game, and a
complete waste of money.. Feeding Frenzy 2 is an excellent casual arcade game. Its controls are simple and intuitive, the levels
and player characters are varied and well designed, and it is clear that having fun was more important than inducing frustration
(as some arcade games implement in the name of "challenge"). This is not to say there will be no challenge or frustration, it is to
say that casual fun vastly outweighs them.

I was pleased to find this is an arcade game that plays very well with a mouse. The overall design reminded me greatly of the
aquatic evolution stage of "Spore", but with far more maneuverability and variety. "Spore" is quite plodding by comparison.
Both games feature the satisfaction of eventually growing sufficiently to turn the table on former predators.

I cannot find any negatives worthy of mention. I recommend this be picked up in the PopCap bundle.. Really satisfying and
stylish little shoot-em-up.
The different weapon types are all fun to use, and the scoring system and game mechanics are simple enough for even casuals to
get into it. In fact, all the achievements are totally attainable. The difficulty is very reasonable.

My only criticism is that the levels are a bit too similar, and more types of enemies or level hazards would have made the game
more interesting. There's maybe not enough content to justify full price, but on any kind of sale it'll definitely be worth it.. So I
got this game like for free - I got it in some indiebundle and I only wanted Hatred. But it's actually pretty fun. Not sure if it
worth full price, but if you get it on sale with 66% discount or so - get it.
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This is the single worst game masquerading as a flight simulator I've ever played. Broken english fresh out of google translate,
impossibly overcopmlex and labyrinthine menus on top of godawful graphics straight out of a mobile game and dull, uninspired
gameplay with a pay-to-win game structure... the only thing I unenjoyed was hitting the 'uninstall' button, which fortunately,
worked just find.. very good mystery game.. Preceded by 'Lost Lands: The Four Horsemen'

The Golden Curse again returns to the rather unimaginatively named Lost Lands. Considering this is a third outing we might
presume they are now found... Nevertheless, the game sees the return of Protagonist Susan, as well as the returning character of
Maaron from the previous game. As before Maaron resumes the role of advisor and sage and assists Susan by guiding her on a
variety of quests. This time the evil she confronts is that of a corrupt dwarf who greedily sought power and domination but was
thwarted by his brother who cursed his gold to petrify his brother and his henchmen. The scenario then is a simplistic one as the
henchmen manage to revert to form and its Susan's job to foil them and return them to passivity.

The game is quite gorgeous to look at. Each screen is exceptionally beautiful and small animations such as wind blowing the
leaves or water moving gives life to the world. The character animations are still somewhat awkward though and the lip sync is
most definitely off.
The item animations have retained their quality though and give some satisfaction to watching their interactions on the world.
The movies and fmv sequences are still somewhat jarring though with a feel that is distinctly different to the game due to
differences in texture and lighting but again these are minor issues.
The soundtrack is recycled from previous games and no new music is added which is something of a disappointment as it hints
of recycled assets and laziness in development, but then it does keep the price of the games down...

The gameplay is essentially the same as previous games with a variety of mini games interspersing the hidden object scenes and
point n click'ery. The issues are very much the same as previous games... Lack of difficulty increase when progressing,
returning to previous locations to unlock more content. And the positives remain the same as well, collectible items to make
backtracking less tedious and puzzles that are inherently logical and not just plain outer bizarre (as other classic games in the
point n click genre are notorious for). A welcome addition was the item system that allows you to modify items to adapt them to
the item you need. The game hand holds you through this by clearly indicating which items can be changed but still it was
welcome to see this capacity added since its a feature in most point n click games. The menu system and HuD are nicely
arranged in this game with the option to hide the HuD if necessary. (Very useful as sometimes the game registers a click in the
lower region of the screen as the same as a return to previous area command).

The story has improved but is still relatively immature and doesn't truly explore some of the archetypes it uses. So once again
the game fails to have any depth, however rather than just good vs evil the additional theme of hubris and greed in this game
gives a more moralistic view of evil that was lacking in previous games so definitely shows more maturity in writing even
though it has a long way to progress.
The characters have also improved in this game, not in the sense of their characterization (they're still defined by their
stereotypes rather than their uniqueness) but have increased in number. From the return of Maaron who gives the game a sense
of continuity, to his granddaughter/niece who acts as a maiden in distress who needs to be saved on multiple occasions to the
few other characters who act as assistants providing tools and advice on how to proceed with the overall quest. It's well
integrated, and makes the progression of the game flow more smoothly.
They still suffer from some poor voice-acting though but are generally adequately portrayed despite the cheesiness of some of
the dialogue.

'The Golden Curse' is a solid game that shows significant development over its predecessors and is well worth a play through, if
you can stomach the lazy narrative and plethora of clichés it will throw at you.. Pretty good, it lacks the rpg elements of the
earlier games but it really doesn't lose much unless you really liked it for some reason. The most casual of princess maker trilogy
available on steam rn, its a much more relaxed and enjoyable experience for newcomers. The only complaint I have is that the
ending criterias can make the game a little guide heavy if you want to 100% it.. I tried this game but at least the version that I
played just had so little explanation of how things really worked or what things meant and when I spend as much time googling
how to play the game as I do playing it I have to give it a pass.. PLZ Kill Me
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